End Use Certification

From time to time University of Delaware researchers need to purchase equipment or research materials that have limitations on export to other countries. The limitation on export may be due to national security or anti-terrorism concerns, or it may be caused by sanctions to the manufacturer for previous violations of U.S. export regulations. If any of these conditions exist, manufacturers may require that the University of Delaware provide a written certification that the equipment/materials will either generally not be re-exported from the U.S. or that any re-export will be in compliance with U.S. export regulations.

It is important that University of Delaware purchasers of materials and equipment contact the University Export Compliance Officer (UECO) prior to signing End Use Certifications. The UECO will assist the purchaser in determining why the certification is required and in establishing appropriate controls on the equipment/materials to ensure compliance with the certification requirements. The UECO may be contacted by calling the Research Office or by email to overbyc@udel.edu.